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45TH CoNGREss, } HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES. 
3cl Sersion. { 
REPOR:r 
No. 92. 
TRANSFER OF THE INDIAN BUREAU TO THE WAR DE-
PAHTJYJENT. 
JAXUARY 31, li3i9.-0rdered to be printed. 
Mr. BooNE, from the Joint Committee on the Transfer of the Indian 
Bureau to the War Department, submitted the following 
REPORT 
OF FOt;R MEMBERS OF THE .JOIKT COMMITTEE APPOINTED BY THE 
TWO HOUSES OF CONGRESS, AT ITS LAST SESSION, TO TAKE I NTO CON-
SIDERATION THE EXPEDIENCY OF TRANSFERRING THE MANAGEMENT 
OF INDIAN AFFAIRS FRO:\'I THE INTERIOR TO THE vVAR DEPARTMENT. 
Regretting, as ''"e do, that the committee, as a whole, were unable to 
agree upon a unanimous report (being evenly divided in opinion as to 
the expediency of the transfer), the undersigned ask to file this as the 
conclusion to which they haYe eome: 
The fourteenth section of the bill making appropriations for the Army 
for the year ending J nne 30, 1879, is in the following words, and is the 
authority under which tile committee acted: 
SEc. 14. That t.lu·ee Senators, to he a ppointed by the Presillent of the St•uate, 
aJHl fh·e Representatives, to he appointed hy the Speaker of the Honse, are hereby 
constitnte(l a joint conunittee, who shall take into consideration the expediency of 
transferring the Indian Bureau to the vVar Department. Said committee shall be au-
thorized to send for persons and papers, to employ a clerk and stenographer, and to sit 
rlnring the recess of Congress. It shall he the duty of said committee to make a final 
report to Congress on or before the 1st clay of Jannar~·, 18i9; and the sum of five thou-
sand dollars, or so much thereof as may he necessary, is hereby appropriated ont, of 
any money in t he Treasmy not otherwise appropriated, to defray t he expenses of said 
committee, to be expenclell under the direction of the chairumu t her eof. 
Pursuant to tilis authority the committee was constituted, and en-
t <>red upon the discharge of tile duty devoh·ed upon it. 
IMPORTANCE OF THE QUESTION. 
The undersigned are not insensible to, nor do they underestimate the 
graYity and importance of, t he question submitted to the consideration 
of t.he committee. Indeed, it is a question which tiley concede to be 
surrounded by many difficultie~,; , and one wilich addresses itself to the 
tiloughtfnl attention of all wilo feel any just concern as to how a great 
government like the United States ougilt to conduct itself toward a 
once proud and powerful, but now wasted, enfeebled, defenseless, and 
dependent people, with whom that government has relations such as it 
cannot ignore. It is, moreover, a question that has engaged the anxious 
thought of statesmen and philanthropists from the earliest organization 
of our governme11t until now; and it is a question that yet remains to 
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be answered, How shall we do justice to our Indian tribes- fulfill our 
duties and obligations to them in a manner consistent with the duties 
and obligations "\Ye are under to our own people; what policy shall we 
tldopt that sJiall be just, and humane, and perman.ent, and that shall 
secme the oqjects above indicated~ 
If the undersigned shall be able to assist in solving this question, or 
shall be able to throw any considerahle light upon it, they will feel 
that they have met the expectations of the power that constituted the 
committee, and also of the country at large. 
The relation we sustain as a government to the Indians of our coun-
try, or, rath0r, the relation which they sustain to us, is at once anom-
alous and peculiar. We have recognized their right to make treaties, 
and we have concluded treaties with t hem, as we would with foreign 
nations, and yet they are not foreign nations. We have recognized in 
the different tribes the elements of sovereignty, and yet they are not 
sovereign. vVe have, by many acts, recognized them as the original 
owners of the soil, and yet, in the :final results of our dealings with 
t hem, they do not own a foot of land, and according to our law, to-day, 
they, or at least the large majority of them, simply occupy the land by 
su1ferance of the Government of the United States, and in many cases, 
if not in all, the land will revert to the government whenever the In-
dians abandon it, or the Indian tribes become extinct. Indeed, we have 
so managed our transactions with the Indians that, whatever may have 
been their original proprietary rights in this country, many of the tribes 
are 'to-day without homes that they can call their own; and under the 
guidance of a "superior civilization" we have contrived to oust them of 
all that country which they once occupied and which we coveted to pos-
sess, and in this way have illustrated to them the superior advantages 
a people have, especially in trading, who are in possession of the bless-
ings which come of civilization and education. 
The truth is, the past history of om dealings with the Indians is not 
creditable to us. It is not one which is calculated to impress them with 
the belief that their welfare, either temporal or spiritual, has been the 
object of our endeavor, whatever may have been our professions. It 
has, rather, impressed them with the belief that our object is aucl has 
been to "get from them all we could, and to keep all we get.'' The com-
mittee feel that they are not putting the matter too strongly when they 
say that the history of our management of Indian affairs, and our treat-
ment of the Indians, is one of shame and mortification to all right-think-
ing and liberal-minded men. Hence, it is not at all strange that grave 
complaints have arisen in the public mind upon this question, and that 
a loud demand is made eYerywhere that these wrongs shall at least cease, 
if they cannot be redressed, and that some policy shall be adopted which 
shall secure substantial justice to the Indians, and be at the same time 
creditable and just to ourselves. 
A proper solution of what is called "the Indian problem " is pressing 
itself more urgently upon public attention every year. It is to-clay one 
of the important practical questions which the intelligent representatives 
of a great people are called upon to grapple with, and from which there 
is no escape. It demands, moreover, the early and immediate consid-
eration of Congress, and cannot, either with safety to the Indians or a 
regard to the honor of the government, be longer deferred. 
The geographical situation of the Indians of our country is not what 
it once was. A very great change, in this respect, has been brought about 
by the adventurous enterprise and energy of our people. The time was, 
and that within the organization of our government, when almost the 
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entire country west of the :Jfississip1~i lti ,-er was >rild and unsettled o~~ 
white men; when for thousands of miles westward the buffalo, elk, ante~ 
lope, ancl othm: >rihl anirna_ls roamec1 at will; and w~en the I_ndiaJ?, 
looking over this vast domam, even to "~here the settmg sun dips hiS 
red disk in the waters of the Pacific, could indulge the hope that thoug-h 
he slJOuld be driven from his home and the home of his father,, still, 
with bow and arrow, he coul<l secme for himself food necessary for his 
subsistence. But this state of things no longer exists. \'Vith that im-
patient energy and unfaltering courage characteristic of our people 
everywhere, and with our ch~ilization and Christianity, "-e have pushed 
our ~vay far beyond the west bank of the Mississippi, and, step by step, 
tl1e red man has been clri\Ten back, and still farther "·estwanl, uutil he 
is met by the refiex tide of white civilization which is, ,,·ith even more 
resistless energy if possible, pressing him eastward. Thus, between 
these two forces, the upper and nether millstones, he must soon be 
hopelessly crushed out of existence unless the mighty arm of the gov~ 
ernment is stretched out for his rescue. V\Tbateyer may have been our 
derelictions, if not positive wrongs, toward these people in the past, the 
question is, Shall we do right now "? 
Upon this su~ject, the committee refer to, .and quote with indorse~ 
ment, a few extracts from a report of the Committee on Indian Affairs, 
made to Congress at the third session of the Forty-second Congress, 
through its chairman, Ron. ,J. P. C. Shanks. That committee say: 
If the Indians were onr prisoners of war they are entitled to protection of person 
and private property fi·om despoilers. Their weakness and incapacity in financia:[ 
transactions with designing and bad men is the open lloorway leading to their danger 
and to our duty toward them, demamling, as the Indians have a right to do, our pro~ 
tection and the fnltillmcnt of treaty stipulations with, and the high command of a 
Christian duty to, a helpless and untutored people, whose history fully shows that we, 
as a people, are largely accountable for t,heir present condition, and of whose misfor~ 
tunes we have no right to take or permit arlYantages. Despite the severe prejudice 
that has become nationalized and crystallized toward them, no honest man who ha.s 
traced the record and considered the facts from t h e disco.-ery, considering the simple 
character of t he aborigines when discovered, will fail to condemn the provocations. 
that on our part drove the Indians to be the enemy of onr ra.ce, and to fear and avoid 
a civilization that, with kind a.nd jnst treatment, they would have accepted and 
become a part of. 
A Christian civilization cannot atford to wrong any one. And a great, wise, and 
prosperous nation of Christians cannot afford to wrong a. handfhl of dependent, nnfor~ 
t,unate people, man.v of whom are abandoning their old habits and becoming Chris 
tians, notwithstaucling we ha Ye, in t 'YO hundred and fifty years, -wasted their numbers 
from 2,500,000 down to 250,000, or a waste of a number eqnal to all their children born 
to them in the last two hundred and fifty years, and 2,250, 000, or nine~tenths of their 
original numbers, residing in th e present limits of our government, and haYe t-aken 
absolute ownership of 3,2:32,936,351 acres of their lands, their rivers, prairies, forest s, 
game, and homes, leaYing, to all t heir tribes collectively, only 97,745,009 acres of 
gronm1, generally not the !Jest, and even that is sought after with a greed that is not 
worthy a Christian people, who have plenty of their own, which they have heretofore 
gotten from them at nominal rates. 
It is the bounden dnty of the United States to see to it that no Oll<" or more of its 
citizens, whether officials or otherwise, and no 11ersou within our borders, shall chea.t, 
<lefraud, or <lo injustice to m1y Indian or Indians residing legally within onr national 
domain. Their protection is our moral and, generally by treaty proYisions and locality, 
our legal duty, against all persons whomsoever, whether citizens of the United States 
or not. And any moneys or other property frau<lulently, fon·ibly, or by exorbitant 
contracts taken from them by other persons, the United States is in duty bound to 
require retnrned to them, and to enforce that 1;ef(nest by the necessary powers of the 
government. And especially is this true where the fra.nd has been perpetrated hy, or 
wit.h a knowledge of, or with the assistance of, or in the presence of, a United States 
officer, or near to the government, where the Indim1s, in their untntored a.nd depend~ 
ent state, are induced to act with less freedom than if not surrounded with evidences 
of our power and superiority of .advantages, both natioual anrl individual, even our 
~anners a.ndlangnage being not well understood by thrm. vVe must consider the In-
dians as they are, and not as we are. 
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Nor is this failure on the part of tl1e government to discharge its duty 
to the Indians eonfined to the last. few years. Our wrongful treatment of 
them ·is coeval almost with onr existence as a government, although it 
did not to the same degree characterize the earlier and purer days of 
our history. All along the past complaints have been made of violated 
pledges, broken promises, and a lack of efficient and responsible manage-
ment. Indeed, the system of management of Indian affairs which we 
have pursued (if we have had a system at all) has been unequal to the 
demands of our duty towards the Indians, nor has it met the expecta-
tions of its instigators and advocates. To such an extent have. these 
wrongs been multiplied, to such a degree have frauds and peculation 
crept into the management of Indian affairs, and so glaring and shameful 
have these frauds become, that an indignant public opinion will not 
longer look on with indifference and unconcern, but demands that these 
wrongs be as far as possible righted, and a policy adopted that shall 
comport with the dignity and character of the goverument, and <.t,t the 
same time secure ample justice to a suffering and outraged people. 
That these wrongs and ~buses do now exist, and to a fearful extent, 
we think no one who is at all acquainted with the facts will deny. If 
proof upon this point were wanted or demanded, we have only to refer 
to the statements of all who have investigated the question, to those 
most familiar with our present management of Indian affairs, and even 
to those who are to-day the strenuous advocates of the present Indian 
policy, and who ask for its continuance and seem to believe in its ulti-
mate success. 
INQUIRY INTO THE HISTORY AND RESULTS Ol;' 'l'HE PRESENT MANAGE-
MENT. 
A very important question arises here as to the cause of these wrongs 
and mismanagement. Is it a wicked purpose on the part of the Govern-
ment of the United States :w·antonly and cruelly to inflict injury upon 
these helpless Indians~ Your committee do not so believe. If not, it 
follows that it must lie in the system adopted in the management of 
our Indian affairs, connected with the inefficiency or dishonesty, or both, 
of those who are charged with carrying out the details of this system. 
It becomes proper, therefore, to inquire what this system is, what its 
pretensions are, what it has accomplished, and what likelihood there is 
of it:-; attaining the end it proposes to accomplish. 
It is 'veil known that in 1849 the Department of the Interior was ere· 
ated by law, and that the sole management of Indian affairs was at 
once turned oYer to its care; and that the Indian Bureau in that dt:part-
ment, under the supervision of the department Secretary, was more par-
ticularly charged with the conduct of our Indian management. 
Going back a little further into the history of t.his question, it will be 
found, on investigation, that our system of Indian management has 
always been in effect the system now in operation. Even while nomi-
nally under the administration of the vVar ·Department, prior to 1849, 
the system was very much the same as TIOW. Your committee are aware 
that the general impression is tl1at, before that time (1849), a different 
system prevailed, and that the chauge in that year from the vVar to the 
Interior Department was a radical change in the system. But such is 
not the case. And while it is true that superintendents and agents, 
then few in number, made their reports to the War Office, it is also true 
that up to the year 1834 neither the Secretary of vVar nor any' officer 
of the War Department had anything to do with the appointment of 
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these officers, nor was t he War Office charged with the duty of super-
vising or controlling them in any manner whatever. 
Onr relations with the Indians commenced at an early period of the Hm-olutionary 
War. What was necessary to be <lone either for defense or civilization, was clone; and 
bein"' necessary, no inqnir.v seems to have been made as to the authority nmler which 
it w'as done. This nndefhJed state of things continued for nParly twenty years. 
Thono·h some general regnlatim1s w&e emwted, the goverument of the department was 
chiefly Jefb to Executive ci'iscrelimt.-(Heport of Ron. Horace Everett, No. 474, J-irst ses-
ion Twe:1ty-third Congress.) 
Thus it will be seen that, up to 1834, at least-and your committee 
believe that up to 1849-and certainly since. that time to the present, 
the whole management of Indian affairs has been practically in the civil 
department of the goYernment, and at no time under the exclusive 
management of the War Department. The report fi'om which the above 
extntct is taken may be found in "Reports of Committees, first session 
TweutJ·-third Congress, vol. 4," to which reference is made for a full 
and doubtless authentic history of this question, from our first dealings 
with the Indians up to the year 1834. From that report it will be seen 
that all superintendents, and agents, and traders for the Indians were 
appointed by the President 6f the United States. At the beginning 
these superintendents and agents were few in number, and appointed 
only for specific, limited, and well-defined purposes. Sometimes the du-
ties of superintendent of Indian affairs were by law de\-olved upon the 
governors of Territories where Indians were located, notably in the or-
ganization of the Mississippi Territory, in 1798. From that time no 
further legislation in relation to Indian affairs was had until 1818. In 
the mean time, without authority of law, but by general consent, it 
would seem, or perhaps fi'om an indifference to the question, agents and 
sub-agents had multiplied nntil an extensive establishment had grown 
up under Executive patronage. Hence the act of 1818, which pro;-ided 
"that the superintendents of Indian trade, the agents and assistant 
agents of Indian trading-houses, and the several agents of Indian af-
fairs shall be nominated by the President of the United States, and 
appointed by and with the advice and consent of the Senate." 
This act of Congress remained in force until1834, and under it agents 
were appointed as therein prescribed, and all who were so appointed 
were selected from civil life, as we infer, because we uowhere find any 
authority for tbe appointment of military officers to act as Indian agents 
until the passage of that act, which pJ:ovided "that it shall be compe-
tent for the President to require any military officer of the Unite~l States. 
to execute the duties of an Indian agent." 
While it is tme that by the act of 1834 the Secretary of \ Var was 
given a sort of general superintendence of the conduct of Indian agents 
and sub-agents appointed by the President, and while it is also true 
that by that act the President was authorized to select military men to 
discharge the duties of Indian agents, it is further trne that a large 
majority of the agents selected were taken from civil life, an<l that much 
the same machinery was then employed in the conduct of Jndian affairs 
as now. And hence your committee again say that the system of man-
agement of Indian affairs has alwa_ys been, substantially, what it is at 
present. Whatever failures or wrongs, therefore, haYe characterized 
this management in the past, are justly chatge:lble upon our present 
system, and whatever of success has attended that management should 
be in fairness credited to that system. 
~et us t.ry this system fairly in the light of its past history, and with 
a v1ew of ascertaining the truth and arriving at a jm;t conelnsion in the 
premises. 
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For nearly one Jmndred yean; we Jnwe been dealing with this Indian 
problem. A~ far back as 1790, iu making a treaty with the Creek :Nation, 
and in 1792, in making a treaty with the "Five Natiom;," as the five 
civilized t ribes now residing in the Indian Territory were then called, to 
wit, the Creek;;;, Cherokees, Choctaws, Chicka::;a"·s, and Seminoles, we 
find that the pr0fe;;;sed, and no doubt 1·eal, object of the goYernment was 
t o elevate, ciTilize, and educate the Indians, by f'umishillg them with 
"useful domestic animals and implements of lm::;bandry," aml instructing 
them in.the habits of ciYilized life. NmY, in Yie>Y of this hundred years 
of experienee, these ya~t sums of money expended, and the manifold 
€fforts that haYe been pnt forth, >Ye repeat the question : Has our man-
agement of Indian affairs been successfnl '~ Has the improvement of 
the condition of these Indians been at all commensurate >Tith the enor-
mous amount of money expended for that purpose ·q 
These are important qnestions; they call for an answer, and they 
must be answered in the light of history. Year after year large sums of 
mo_ney have been appropriated, large numbers of agents have been ap-
pointed, and the earnest efforts of the government haYe been giYen to 
the eleYation and cidlization of these Indians. Farmers have been sent 
among them to teach them. the arts of agriculture. Mechanics of all 
kinds ha,-e been sent to them to teach them the different trades. The 
aid of Christianit;y has been inYoked, and good men and women have 
gone among- them. Houses of worship have been built for them, and 
ministers of religion sent to minister to them ill holy things. The power 
of education and educational appliances has been tried upon them. 
Teachers haYe gone into these triiJes, alld schools lmYe been established 
and school-houses erected. In short, all the appliances of our high civ-
ilization have been employed in aid of their advancement; and yet, in 
the face of these facts, we are compelled to admit that "failnre" is 
writt•m on eYery page of the past. history of our efforts in this direc-
tion. 
In support of this Yiew of the question, and to show that this system 
has always been chargeable with fraud and il~justice to the Indian, we 
again quote from the able and exhaustiYe report, before referred to, of 
the Hon. Horace EYerett, from the Committee on Indian Affairs, in 1834. 
He says : ' 
In the course of their inYesti);ations, t h e committ ee have hrcome Bati ~fied that 
m uch injustice ha~ b een done to the Indians il1 the 11a~·ment of their anuuitics. 
Again he says : 
With a Yiew to prevent frauds of anoth er k ind, in reference prineipally to the pay-
ment of goods, the President is authorizell to appoint an o.fjirm· of 1·anlc to snpcrintend 
the payment of annuities. This, and the JWOYision relat ing to the ]Hm:hase of goods 
for the Indians, will place sufficient guards to 1n·event fraurlnlent payments. 
Again: 
The committee haYe reason to believe ahuses havo existed :in rela t ion to the supply 
of goodB for preseutB, at t he making of treaties, or to fnlfil treaty stipulations. 
That report further shmYs, that one Shaw who was appointed Indian 
ag-ent as far back as 1792, was two years after forced to resign, to vindi-
cate himself against charges preferred against him. This fact will at 
least serve to show what a committee of Congress, at that early day, 
thought of this que>ltion, while reporting on a bill to correct the abuses 
which they specified. These abuses have continued to grow and to 
magnify, aud to widen and deepen, until now they have assumed the 
shape of such shameless and defiant frauds and wicked peculations as 
most seriously to inYolYe the houor of the government. 
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It will, no doubt, be said, as it has already been said by some wl10 
have been debating this question, that at that time the management of 
Indian affairs was under the direction of the W ar Department, and that 
department was therefore responsible for the frauds or mismanagement 
which existed. We have already shown that this is an error in the state-
ment of the facts. But the present system may be tried by facts which 
have occurred since 1849. Since that date all admit that the manage-
ment of Indian affairs has been exclusively under the control of the In-
terior Department; and that there may be no room to doubt the ineffi-
ciency of its management, let us see what have been and are the opin-
ions of the stanchest friends and strongest advocates of the present 
policy. 
INCOMPETENCY OF THE PRESENT SYSTEM. 
In 1865 a joint committee was appointed by the two houses of Con-
gress, with Senator Doolittle as its chairman, to inquire into the condi-
tion of the Indian tribes, and to ascertain the workings of this system. 
In making his report Ron. J. W. Nesmith, chairman of the sub-committee, 
uses the following language: ~ 
All schemes resorted to for the humane purpose of civilizing the Indians seem to 
hrwe resulted in failure and disappointment, until it is now very generally conceded, 
at least by all practical people, to be an imp~ssibility. The humane and liberal efforts 
of the government in their behalf have sometimes had the zealous aiel and co-operation 
of honest and clevotefl Christian missionaries, who have given their time and talents 
to their elevation, without having accomplished any great apparent benefit. In some 
instances their efforts gave l)l'Omise of reward, bnt the barbarous instinct of the sav-
age has generally asserted its sway, and the missionaries and teachers have lh-ecl to 
see the futility of all their labors. 
Selected, as this committee was, for the expressed and avowed pm·-
pose of inquiring into the condition of the Indians, men of ability and 
standing, chosen because of their peculiar fitness for the position, after 
a careful and thorbugh inYestigation of the whole question, solemnly de-
clare to Congress and to the world that it is the conviction of their minds 
that our whole system of dealing with the Indian question is a failure, 
and that all our efforts at civiiization are abortive, and almost entirely 
barren of good results. 
Again, the Peace Commission, appointed in 1867, consisting of N. G. 
Taylor, ;r, B. Henderson, General W. T. Sherman, General Howe, John 
B. Sanborn, General Terry, General Tappan, and General Auger, re-
ported in January, 1868, that it was inexpedient to transfer the Indian 
Bureau to the War Department, but at the same time they declare that 
the Interior Department is incapable of managing Indian affairs, for 
reasons which they give in the following language: 
We believe the Indian question to be one of sueh momentous importance as tore -
quire for its proper solution aJl undivided responsibility. The vast and complicated 
duties now devolved upon the Secretary of the Interior leave him too lit tle time to 
examine and det.ermine the multiplicity of questions necessarily connected with the 
government and the civilization of a race. The same may be said of the Secretary 
of War. As things now are, it is difficult to fix responsibility. When errors are com-
mitted, the civil department will blame the military ; t he military retort by the charge 
of inefficiency or corruption against the officers of the bureau. The Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs escapes responsibility by point,ing to the Secretary of the Interior; 
while the Secretary may well respond, that though in theory he may be responsible, 
practically he is governed by the head of the bureau. We therefore recommend that 
Indian affairs be committed to an independent bureau or department. 
And in their evidence, given before this committee, both General 
Sherman and General Tappan adhere to and reaffirm their statements 
as to the incapacity of our present s.rst~m of management; and both 
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declare that it would be better for the government and for the Indians 
to t ransfer the management to the War Department. (See printed 
evidence, pages 202 to 212, as to General Tappan's statements; and 
pages 218 to 231, as to General Sherman's 13tatements.) 
Nor is this all. So utterly inefficient ~nd corrupt had the manage-
ment of the Indian Bureau under the Interior Department become, that 
in1868 President Grant inaugurated 'i>hat is called "The peace policy," 
hy wl1ich the whole question of nominating and appointing agents to the 
different tribes was virtually taken away from the Interior Department 
and turned over to the different religious denominations of the country, 
and the different Indian reservations were farmed out and assigned to 
the different churches. These religious bodies readily took possession 
of the Indians, body and soul, and undertook the task of helping out 
the Indian Bureau in the conduct of Indians affairs. A certain number 
of reservations were assigned to the Friends or Quakers, certain others 
to the Presbyterians, and yet others to the Methodists; and so on, giv-
ing to each denomination the almost exclusive control of the Indians 
upon the reserYatim1s assigned to it; thus entangling the churches in 
the meshes of state policy,· greatly to the detriment, no doubt, in some 
instances, of the sacred cause of Christianity, and in palpable violation of 
the spirit and genius of our institutions. The inauguration of this policy 
was, in the opinion of your committee, a virtual admission that the In-
dian Bureau was incapable of the proper conduct of Indian affairs, a.nd 
was, therefore, compelled to delegate much of its authority to other 
hands. 
:Nor is this all. Even in the purchase, deliYery, and iuspection of In-
dian goods and supplies, the Indian Bureau baR confessed its inability 
and incapacity to conduct the bnsiness, and has therefore called to its 
aid ten retired merchants arul tradesmen, men of character and high 
standing, 110 doubt, to superYise the purchasing, transporting, deliveryt 
a.ntl inspection of Indian goods, provisions, &c., which are purchased by 
the Indian Bureau for the use of the Indians. And while, in the large-
ness of their heart and the fnllness of their sympathy for the Indians, 
these gentlemen accept no compensation for their services, yet fifteen 
thousand dollars are appropriated annually to pay their traveling and 
other expenses in the performance of duties that ought to be done by the 
Indian Bureau itself, and which could be done by that bureau if its sys-
tem of management was what it ought to be. Add to all this the slow 
progress which has been . made in civilizing, educating, and Christian-
izing the Indians-a matter which was the special observation of your 
committee during their visit amongst them last fall-and it would seem 
that there is no room to donht that >Ye should try some method of deal-
ing with this question other than that which has been hitherto and is 
now employed. 
Your committee would not be misunderstood as undervaluing the 
efforts that have been made in behalf of the advancement of the Indians 
in the arts and habits of civilized life. Far from it. That much has. 
been accoml)lished in this direction, it is a pleasure to admit. But that 
the results are commensurate with the efforts put forth, and the amount 
of money expended, we cannot admit, but most confidently deny. It 
is true, that amongst some of the tribes agriculture is carried on to a 
considerable extent, and in some cases the arts and sciences have pro-
gressed to a commendable degree; but when we take into consideration 
the fact that some of these tribes haYe been in contact with civilization 
and Chistianity for more than a hundred years, we are astonished at the 
little progress that has been made. 
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The committee regret to be compelled to state, that the glowing ac-
collnts of the steady progress of the Indians in the ways of civilized life~ 
and of their rapid strides towards the attainment of a high civilization~ 
are not borne out by the facts. Those who have not had an opportunity 
personally to observe the actual condition of the Indians, but have heanl 
only these greatly exaggerated statementR of their progress, would be 
astonished to know how great a discrepancy there is between these 
statements and the real facts. That the Indian bas capacity there is no 
doubt. We have seen among them men of lofty and commanding in-
telligence, men of education and high legal attainments. But capacity 
is not civilization. Nor are the Indians so inuch to blame for their back-
wardness in adopting the habits of civilized life. Their whole lives and 
traditions have been and are aYerse to the methods of our civilization. 
It is not wonderful, therefore, that they should he slmv to imitate and 
adopt them. 
They are not an agricultural people, nor can they eyer be made such 
except by compulsion. They do not take kindly to the labor of the farm 
and the field; and what they have done in this direction has been more 
through necessity than as a rriatter of clwice. If they ever attain to the 
habits aml customs of complete civilization and domestic life, and arrive 
at any considerable degree of eminence in agricultural or mechanical 
pursuits, it will be the result of absolute necessity or positive force. Of 
course, we speak of them as a people, and not as individuals, for we are 
aware, as we have intimated, that there are many exceptions, and credita-
ble exceptions, among them ; and we would on no account disparage their 
efforts to advance in every good direction, but, on the contrary, urge that 
we should by all practicable means assist and encourage them. 
At this point, your committee will be pardoned for a digression from the 
main line of their inquiry under the resolution of Congress, far enough 
to say that one great cause, in our opinion, operates amongst others to 
hinder the Indians from ma.l;:ing more sure and rapid progress. We refer 
to the uncertain t<;nure by which they hold their lands. No mere tenant 
feels that he is under obligation to place any Yer;y valuable improvements. 
upon the lands of his landlord to render such lands valuable for the ben· 
efit of the owner. Knowing that he himself has no title to the land, and 
may be required to vacate at a given time, or at the pleasure of the 
owner, he has little or no incentiYe to the improvement of it. So with 
the Indians. They know and appreciate their position in this respect. 
And those of them who would "\York, and eventually become self-sustain-
ing, feel no pride in improving farms and preparing the comforts of a, 
home from which, at any time, they may be ousted. In this respect 
the;r are very much like other people. The remedy for this lies, we 
think, in giving to each individual Indian his portion of hmd, to be held 
in severalty, with title absolute, but imlefeasible for a certain length of 
time. 
CORRUPTIONS IN 1'HE PRESENT SYSTE:;\I. 
It seems hardly necessary to adduce proof to establish the fact that 
shameful irregularities and gross frands have crept into every branch of 
the Indian service. By common consent, it seems to be conceded t.hat 
such is the case. No one is found who has the hardihood to deny that 
the history of such ii'auds is written upon eYerypage of onr Indian man-
agement for the last score or more of years. Indeed, so flagrant are 
these frauds, and so defiant have their perpetrators become, and so no-
torious is the fact that a ring exists composed of contractors, employes 
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of the lmrt>an, and wealthy and influential persons outside whose object 
is to swindle and defraud both the goYemment and the Indians, that 
not only did the Peace Commission, composed of N. G. Taylor, General 
Shennan, and others, advise the abolit ion of the present system, but the 
most ardent advocates of this system only hope to make it efficient and 
successful by resetting it from the rottenness ancl oorrttption tchioh now 
confessedly environ it, and from which it must be delivered before even 
they can commend it to public confidence. 
Pages might be written and a Yolume filled giving indiddual instan-
ces of these frauds and outrages npon the goYermnent and the Indians, 
but the proper length of this report " ·ill confine us to a few extracts, 
taken from undoubted sources, and those sources mainly the recognized 
friends of the present system. 
The Ron. J. W. N esmitb, one of the joint select committee before re-
ferred to, in his report, says : 
Another great cause of complaint is the worthless quality of the goods whieh are 
bought in t he Atlantic States and sent out for clistribntion among them. There is a 
great f~tnlt somewhere, either on the part of the agents who make the purchases in the 
Eastern market, or on the pM't of the merchants or contractors who supply the goods. 
Prom t he personal inspection which I have given these goods, and in ~omparing them 
with the invoices, I am thoroughly convinced t hat the contmcton are guilt.y of the 
most outrageous and systematic swindling and robbery. Their acts can proper]~- be 
characterized by no other terms. There is evidence also that the ]JCr svns employed in 
the clcpci1'tment to make the purchases arc accomplices i n t hese crimPs. I haYe examined 
invoices of purchases made by the department or its agents in Eastern cities wh ere 
the prices ch arged were from 50 to 100 per cent. al1eve the market Yalne of good articles. 
Upon an examination of t he goods, I have found them, as a general thi11g, worthless 
and deficient in quantity . Among them were steel spades made of sheet-iron , chop-
ping-axes which were pnrely cast-iron, " best brogans" with paper soles, lJlankets 
made of shoddy and glue, which came to shreds the first time they were wet, &c. 
But the folly or wroug of t hese purchases mar1c by dishonest agents fi·om dishonest 
contractors does not cease here. Many articles arc p urchased which would lJe ntterly 
useless to t he IndiauR if t h eir quality "·as ever so good; such as iron spoons, mirrors, 
gimlets, jcw's-l1arps, hair-oil, finger-rings, and in one case which came under my obser-
vation forty dozen pairs of elastic garters were sent out to a single tribe in which th ere 
was n ot n single pair of stockings. Agent ·wilbur, in charge of the Yakama Reserva-
tion, in a r eport npon this subject, says: " The goods fumishcd from the Alan tic States 
l1avc been of an inferior quality, often damaged, and sometimes short in quantity. Of 
the fiTSt invoice of annuity goods received here there was a large number of blankets 
slJOrt. Of othe1: goods which arri ved here in 18_62, th ere was a rleficiency of fourteen 
1mirs of blankets, t wenty-one yards of ch eeks and stripes, and six ]lairs of brogans, 
besides tweut~·-tive pairs of blankets rat-eaten to that extent that they "-ere consid-
ered worthless. Thirty-seven pairs of pants and twenty-two coats, on openiug the 
cases, were found to be wet and completely rotten . The woolen goods sent ont have 
been almost universally wor t hless; clothes made up for school from annuity goods, 
many of them were not worth the making. The same might be truthfully said in 
regard to the quality of hoes, axes, pitchforks, and shovels, many of which were not 
worth the transportation fi·om Dalles, Oregon, to t his place, a, distance of seventy-five 
miles." 
From these statements it is plain to see that many of the goods and 
articles furnished by the bureau to the Indians, and for which fabulous 
prices were charged, were worthless and useless, and the sending of 
them was a fraud upon the Indians and the government as well. 
Again, in the same report, we find the following facts as to fi'ands in 
the transportation of goods to the Indians : 
The time and manner in -whieh the goods have ],een shipped have bePn most unfor-
tunately chosen. The goods of 1863 were not only shipped by the costly Isthmus route, 
but they were subject to exorbitant charges for packing, drayage, &c. (for detail of 
which see comparative schedule marked G), and the bulky nature of some of Uw arti-
cles was such as to make the freight a great deal more than the valnc of the goods 
delivered. The purchases in 1864 were all shipped via Cape Horn ancl San E'raneisco 
to Salem. Salem was the proper destination of no 1)art of the goods. Y onr f~tmiliar 
acquaintaJlce with the country ena,bles you to see at once the absurdity of shipping 
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goods bound for ·warm Sprino·s or Umatilla up the Willamette River to Salem, thence 
down t he river to Portland a~ain toward their final destination. The goods designed 
for Siletz Agency afford a still more marked instance of mismanagement. They have 
])een transported from San Francisco to Salem at a co~t of about $75 per ton, and now 
the most cconmnical way to o·et them to their destination will probably be to ship them 
back to San Francisco arrain"' at a like cost, and thence direct to Siletz at a cost of 
about $76 per ton. * !? ·> I shall not write this letter to the inoTclinate length 
Jtecessary to point out all the failures or swindles, hut a few of the most glaring must 
suffice. Merrimac prints are named in the invoices. This, as is well known, is the 
most costly sort of calico ancl the prices paid have corresponded with the invoice 
quality, but not a yard df Merrimac calico has ever been put in the package. On 
the contrary, the article shipped has always been of ~ very infe.rior quality, such ~s 
can he nought for 25 or 30 per cent. less than the Mernmac, and1s worth, to the Indt-
ans who are expected to consume it, less than half. The article shipped as cotton 
duck was of a light inferior article of common drilling. A considerable ·part of the 
thread that was sent out was rotten and utterly wort.hless. The needles, the buttons, 
the fish-hooks aucl lines, were of the most inferior description and of little value to 
the Indians. Spoons enough were brought to give half a dozen to every one of the 
tribe, and they were so worthless tha-t the Inclians generally refused to carry them 
away after they had been given out. Fancy mirrors costing $5 were sent; they proved 
to be little looking-glasses about two inches in diameter and worth absolutely nothing 
to the Indians. A lot of steel hoes, handled, provecl to be little affairs, intended for 
the use of some delicate lady. Scissors, shears, in an inordinate quantity and utterly 
worthless in qnality, were sent. In that the entire purchase showed either ignorance 
of the Indians' wants or design to defraud them. 
On the next page of the same report we find : 
Huntingdon's requisitions of tl1e 24th September, 1863, were iu the department at 
Washington wheu the purchases of 1864 were made, and by reference to Huntingdon's 
schedule it will be seen that Messrs. Dole and Gorclou had as little comprehension of 
the requisition as they hadreo·ard for the law of Congress, which they were palpably 
violating. Huntingdon sent f~r small st-eel plows, and they sent him "fancy mirrors"; 
be asked for harness for ponies, and they sent him frying~paus and knitting-needles; 
he asked for axes and grain-cradles, and they responded with scissors and spoons." 
This committee, it will be remembered, was appointed in 1865, and 
the report shows that up to that time these shameful and disgraceful 
practices had been going on in every conceivable manner. The law was 
openly and recklessly set at defiance, and such was the strength of this 
unholy combination that the Indian Bureau was powerless to arrest its 
operations or break its force. Three years after this, in 1868, the Peace 
Commission before referred to made their report, and in regard to the 
agents and the Indian Bureau they say: 
The records are abundant to show that agents have pocketed the fuwls approprin.ted 
by the government and driven t he Imliaus to starvation. It cannot be doubted that 
Indian wars have originated from t his cause. 'I'he Sioux war in Minnesota is sup-
posed to have been produced in this way. For a long time these officers have beeu 
selected from partisrm ranks, not so much on account of honesty or qualification as 
devotion to party interest and their willingness to apply t he money of the Indians to 
promote the selfish schemes of local politicians. We do not doubt that some such men 
may be iu the service of the bureau now, and this leafls us to suggest t hat Congress 
pass au act not later than the 1st of February, 1869, when the office of all the superin-
tendents, agents, aud special agents shall be vacated. 
So thoroughly impressed were these gentlemen with the fact of the 
existence of gross frauds, and with the further fact that the agents and 
special agents had been selected and appointed, not on account of their 
qualifications and fitness for the position, but on account of ''their devo-
tion to party interest, and their willingness to apply the money of the 
Indians to promote the selfish schem6s of local politicians," that they 
recommended the passage of an act by Congress requiring all "superin 
tendents, agents, and special agents" to vacate their offices as the onl~ 
means likely to be eflectual in cleansing the bureau from this corrup 
tion. 
By referring to the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian 
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Affairs for the year 1877, we find that the Commissioner himself does 
not deny, but admits, most unequivocally, the existence of these frauds 
on the part of employes and contractors. The present system has cer-
tainly no more steadfast friend than Commissioner Hayt. On page 7 of 
his report for the ye.a.r named, he says: 
Up t o the present time, nepotism has prevailed at the Indian agencies to such an ex-
tent as to have bec.;ome a public scandal, a nnisance that must be immediately ab?>ted. 
For instance, it is not an uncommon thing t.o find fonr relatives q nartered upon a smgle 
agency. Sometimes more than that number may be found, including t.he traders. One 
case has been discovered in which the agent has had his wife appointed matron, at a 
salary, and the only individual to matronize is his family cook. One agent recently 
forwarded, for the approval of this office, the nomination of oue of his sons, a lad of 17, 
as farmer, at a salary of $1,000, while his real market-value probably would not exceed 
$150 per annum; and another son, aged 16, as assistant farmer, at a salary of $900; the 
market-value of snch a boy probably being $100. In such cases, however, the fraud 
on the service would be greater than the difference bet ween the market-value of the 
two boys' services and the salaries paid them, since they wonlfl be utterly unfit to work 
with the Indians ancl train them to a knowledge of farming, for which alone the ex-
penditure could properly be made. These are not solit,ary instances, and an extended 
list of others quite as flagrant might be made. We are endeavoring to suppress such 
abuses as rapidly as they are cliseoverefl. 
Again, in his annual report for 1878, the Commissioner says : 
Many chang~s have been made since my last report in the methods and management 
of both the office and agency business. Rules preYiously established h ave been en-
forced, and accountability on the part of employes and of those who have ha.rl business 
with the office has been insisted npon, and the affairs of the office generally have been 
put upon a strictly business basis. The property and cash acconnts of a.gents have 
l!een closely scrutinized aud the service purified of such agents and employes as have 
lleen fonml unfaithfill to their trusts or inefficient in their management. Claims have 
been critically examined, and as a resnlt large snms of money have been saved to the 
government. Contractors have been held to the fulfillment of their contracts, anc1 
attempts to put npou the p;overnment inferior goo<ls have been met by deductions 
which luwe fnlly protected its interests aud have servell to deter others from making 
similar experiments. Some dishonest contractors and employes ha.ve been and are 
now being prosecntecl and cmwictell. Mnuy attempted fraucls have b een detected and 
thwarted, and some which had been successful ·in prellious yeaTs have been discovered, ami 
it. is hopefl that the perpHtrators may yet be brought to justice. 
·while the Commissioner is attempting in this report to defend his own 
administration, and iR endeavoring to show that he is using every means 
in his power to correct the abuses that have heretofore existed, and with 
which our present system has been cursed, and while we do not call 
in question the earnestness of his efforts to correct the abuses complained 
of, yet he develops the fact that these abuses and frauds clo exist and 
have for years e.x·istecl, and your committee are of opinion that they must 
and will forever exist, even with the most vigilant and scrupulous 
honesty that can be brought into the management of this bureau. .And 
why~ Because we believe that the methods of the system are inad-
equate to prevent fraud, however honest the head of the office may be, 
and because the system of accountability in that department is not close 
enough to detect fraud. Nor can it be made so, without encumbering 
it with more machinery than it can support, and adding largely to the 
number of its officers and employes, thereby entailing additional ex-
pense to the government and additional burdens upon the people, on 
whom it falls finally in the shape of taxation aheady onerous enough to 
need no unnecessary increase. ~s the matter now stands, there must, 
of necessity, be too much intrusted to agents for whose faithful discharge 
of duty we have no security save their individnal honor and fidelity. 
And this, we regret to say, has too often failed when put into the bal-
ances, with an opportunity to make personal gain. 
We might multiply indefinitely instances of alleged fraud and malfea-
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sance from tlte highest SOLlrces, but as there is no dispute upon this 
pdin.t we deem it unnecessary. \Ve will, however, call attention to the 
statement of Lieut. J. M. Lee, of the Ninth United States Infantry, a most 
conscientious, efficient, and intelligent officer of the Army, who gave his 
testimony before this committee. He stated 1/.pon this subject that-
Lieutenant Foote of the Army was detailed to Spottecl Tail Agency in August pre-
cediuo· the time that I took charge. He relieved a civilian agent, A. E. Howard. Howa~·d was feedinl!· on paper at that time 9,170 Indians. Lieutenant Foote, innuedi-
ately after taking charge of the agency, made a careful census of the Indians, and the 
actual number was found to be 4,77!1. 
His testimony thus shows that at that agency the agents were draw-
ing supplies for double the number of Indians really to be supplied, and 
in this way were cheating the Indians and the government, and enrich-
ing themseh'es. ·we believe that this has been and is the case in many 
other agencies. 
WOULD THE TRANSFER CORRECT ABUSES -~ 
But we are asked the Yery proper and pertinent question whether the 
same abuses and frauds would not be practiced if the management of 
Indian affairs should be transferred to the War Department ''? We think 
that they would not; and for a few very plain and obYious reasons: 
First. ·whatever else may be said of our Army officers, as a class they 
are men of high honor and strict integrity. Their tra.ining has impressed 
these high qualities upon t.hem, and their association requires their con-
stant observance. EYery officer in the Army is a check upon every 
otlter officer. And such is the systein of accountability in the Army, 
that it is nearly, if not quite, impossible for an officer to act dishonestly 
without being detected, and, beiug detected, punishment is swift and 
sure. Conviction for an act of dishonesty insures the immediate dis-
missal and disgrace of an Army officer. . 
Allowing that. theRe officers are very much as other men are-no bet-
ter, no worse-as a class (and certainly we do not claim for them any 
natmal superiorit;r in these respects over other men), still, an Army 
-officer holds his commission for life, or during good beltaYior. Upon 
this commission he depends for his living. It is his meat and his drink. 
Upon it he depends for his character and reputation, whieh are more to 
him than his meat and his drink. If, therefore, he had uo higher incen-
tives to act honestly, these are always most powerful reasons constantly 
<;onstraining him to discharge his duties with scrupulous honor and 
fidelity. 
With the civil agent, there is no such pressing and impcratiYe motive 
.constantly impelling and controlling. He is appointed, generally, from 
partisan considerations, and for a limited time; is paid but a small salary, 
and can hope to hold his position for a few years at most. Hence he 
has not the same inducements that the life-tenure gives to act honestly 
and faithfully, that control the Army officer. 'rhat man;y' honest and 
faithful civil agents and employe-s of the Indian Office have been ap-
pointed and are now acting, we gladly admit; but that m::j.ny others have 
accepted these positions simply or mainly for the purpose of personal 
gain and emolument, eYen at the expense of their honor, we as sadly 
deplore. 
Again, however much disposed an Arm;y officer might be to act dis-
honestly, such is the system of accounts in the War Department that 
t~e same opportunities for fraudulent practices do not exist as are pos-
,sible under the present system of management in the Interior Depart-
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ment. 'l'lle accountability to which Army officers are held is so rigid 
and minute that wherever mo11ey or property is committed to them for 
disbursal, they cannot hope to avoid detection in case of defalcation to 
the smallest degree. In saying this, the committee do not mean to as-
::;ert that the vVar Department of the government is so perfect in its 
management as to make abuses impossible in its administration, but we 
think we hazard nothing in saying that in the matter of which we are 
speaking it does compare most favorably with any and eYery other de-
partment of the government. Fewer instances of dishonest practices 
lJaye been laid to its charge than to any other branch of the public serv-
ice. 
COMPARATIVE COST OF THE Cl'WO SYSTK\IS. 
This is a most important branch of tlle question we are considering. 
It is subordinate only to the paramount question of doing absolu,te just-
ice to the Indians, as far as such a result can be reached; for all recog-
nize the obligation and duty of the goYernment to deal justly toward 
these people, let it cost what it will. Yet in times like these, of great 
financial distress, of failing fortunes, and of burdensome taxes upon the 
people, it becomes a duty of the government, as of individuals in private 
life, to exercise the most rigid economy, that the burdens of taxation 
may be lightened and the country be brought back to a condition of 
prosperity and advancement. 
Your committee are very decidedly of opinion that a large amount of 
money can be and will be saved to the government each year, if this 
transfer is made. There are now seventy-four Indian agents, with sala-
ries ranging from $1,500 to $2,200 each, which is an average of, sa~~, 
$1,800, making for agents' salaries alone $133,200. This amount i\Onld 
. certainly be saved by requiring Army officers to perform the dnties which 
are now discharged by civil agents. In the item of printing, we think 
that $25,000 a year may be saved. In purchasing and transporting 
goods and supplies, we think that a Yery large amount may be saved; 
and although the evidence taken by the committee on this point is con-
flicting and to some extent unsatisfactory, still we can see no good rea-
son why the War Department cannot purchase as cheaply, and trans-
port goods and supplies much more cheaply than the Interior Department. 
It is a fact, that the system of purchasiug in the \Var Department is 
quite as complete, while the system of transportation is greatly superior 
to that of the Indian Bureau. Indeed, it is difficult to conceive of a 
better or more perfectly organized system of transportation than that of 
the vVar Department . In this belief we are sustained by the late Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs himself, who, in his report for 1875, says: 
The Indian Bureau has never had an ~,dequate appointment for making large pur-
chases and for transportation of the articles to the distant parts of the count ry. The 
Quartermaster and Commissary Departments of t he Army have snch appointments in 
complete organization, throngh which the \Var Depar tment would be able to purchase, 
inspect, and transport supplies rC<Jnired t,o snbsist the Indians and fi1lfill the treat,y 
obligations with much more regularity and system than is possible for this bureau as 
at present organized. 
But we are told that there is no reason why the Interior Department 
could not adopt a system equally well adapted to the purpose of trans-
portation as tLat of the Army. True, it might do so; but that would 
necessarily require the expenditure of a large amount of money; and why 
the necessity of incurring this additional expense, when the system which 
we already l1ave, and must haYe, for the use of the Army, can perform 
the service without additional outlay of money by the government~ 
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Hut by far the greatest expense to the goverm_nent as connected •:itlt 
this question, is that incurred by the frequent disturbances and penod-
ical Indian w·ars into which we are dra>vn, from some cause or other, 
almost eyery year. It is believed ?Y many intelli~ent men, An_ny officers 
and ciYilians men of much expenence and of wide observatiOn, that a 
laro·e majority of our Indian tr~mbles haYe grown out of the unfaithful-
He~~ of ao·ents and others connected with the purchase, transportation, 
and deli,';'ery of Indian supplies. In si1pport of the belief that lack of 
promptness in delivering, deficiency in quantity and quality, and failure 
honestly to distribute Indian supplies, have co~t the country hundreds 
of millions of money, and Yery many Yaluable hves, ·we refer to a state-
ment of the Peace Oommis~ion which has already been quoted. They 
sa,y: 
The reconls are abumlant to show that agents have pocketed the funds appropriated 
by the government, and driven the Indians to starvation. It cannot be doubted t-hat In-
dian ww·s lwce originated in this way. 
·we quote also the statement of Lieutenant Lee, an officer of much 
experience in the management of Indians, and, withal, a very intelligent 
gentleman. In his evidence ""before this committee (as found on page 
103, Printed Testimony), he says: 
Q. Bad faith you regard as one of the causes of t he wars with the Indians '-A. 
Yes, sir. As described by General W"illiams, the character of the Indians is such that 
they are not going to submit to these things. They do not investigate matters very 
closely. If yon tell an Indian that you are going to give him a pound of tobacco, and 
then explain that the boat did not come, he does not take those. things into considera-
tion. He knows yon made the promise, and thinks you had no business to make it 
unless yon "l"l"ere ready to fnlfill it. He jumps at his conclusions; takes his own method 
of revenge; starts out, and conceives every white man to be his enemy, and kil ls the 
innocent as ''"ell as the guilty. 
General Sherman, in the testimony before the committee, also says 
(page 227, Printed Testimony), speaking of the "peace policy": 
That policy, if honestly meant to keep the Indians at peace, is wrongly named, for 
we have have hall constant war with the Indians sinc::J 1869. 
General Sheridan, in his supplemental report to his annual report as 
commander of the Military Division of the Missouri, elated Chicago, De-
cember 22, 1878, states as follows: 
The object I hacl in view in my annual report was to show that Imliau wars came 
from two causes (see report), l.mt t-hat, while the first war could not be avoided by_the 
government, the second was clearly within its control, and resulted fi.·om the ba<l man-
agement of Indian affair~. 
I made no charges against the Ron. Secretary of t he Interior; I made no charges 
against any one; I desired simply to call t he attention of my superior officers to the 
causes that produced discontent and outbreaks, and that, from the inadeqnacy of our 
military force, resulted in the massacre of officers, soldiers, and citizens, and the hor-
rible and unmentionable barbarities perpetrated on women and childcen, and to state 
my belief that these disasters might have been averted by better organizat-ion, a more 
complete system, and more integrity in the agents employed. 
We also refer to the large number of instances of record pointed out 
in the "Briefs and Extracts from Reports of Army Officers," appended 
to the report of General Sheridan, showing the unfaithfulness of Indian 
agents, tlw fraudulent practices resorted to by them, by which the Iu-
(lians, in many instances, were reduced to absolute starvation, naturally 
breeding discontent, and ultimately driving them to deeds of violence 
which finally culminated in an "Indian war." These extracts are too 
Yolnminous to be incorporated into this report. . 
H; then, it be true that the Army officers, who are already drawing 
annual salaries, and will continue to draw them, can and will perform 
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the dutie:, of Indian agent::> as faithfully, as diligently, and as honestly 
as the eivil agents have done and are doing; and if the War Depart-
ment can purchase supplies for the Indians as cheaply as the Indian 
Bureau does or can purchase them-and we see no reason why it can 
not; and if the means of transportation in the War Department are so 
much superior to those in the Interior Department, and insure thereby 
cheaper transportation; and if the system of inspection of goods and 
supplies in the vVar Depart1nent is equal to the system in the Interior 
Department-and we believe it is better; and if it is true that Army 
officers are not so apt to become the victims of temptation as civil agents 
are, for the reasons which we have assigned; and, in a word, if it be 
true that we can secure a more faithful and honest administration of 
Indian affairs through Army officers than through the civil manage· 
ment, and by this means avoid some at least, if not all, of the Indian 
wars into which we are being continually drawn; we say, if these, or any 
number of these, propositions be true-and we belieYe that the evidence 
adduced and good reason sustain them all-tllen who shall say that this 
transfer ought not to be made ·~ 
AN UNFAIR S'l'A'l'E]![EN'l' EXAJ\'UNED. 
But it is said by some that if the transfer is made it will amount to a 
:praetical annihilation of the Indians. They say, it turns these people 
·over to the tender mercies of a ruthless and savage soldiery, who will 
mm·der and destroy at pleasure, and that if the government desires only 
the destruction of the Indians, the transfer should be made, as the surest 
and quickest means of accomplishing that encl. 
This is a very unfair, not to say reckless, manner of stating the ques-
tion. We are not aware that any one advocates this transfer with the 
expectation or desire that any such results should follow, nor do we 
think that any well-informed person will assert that such would.be the 
result of such transfer. Surely, speaking for themselves, your commit-
tee could contemplate the po sibility of :such a result with no other feel-
ings than those of horror and disgust; and if it is true that any such 
result 'vould be likely to follow, they ought, without a moment's hesita-
tion, or another word of argument or of statement, to decide the ques-
tion adversely to the proposed transfer. 
But is this charge true ~ Has it any foundation in fact 7 So aptly 
and well is this question answered by the able report of the Committee 
·On Indian Affairs of the House ofRepresentati ves, written and presented 
by its chairman, the Ron. A. M. Scales, at the last session of Congress, 
that we make the following extracts therefrom as embodying our views 
on this subject, excepting only the statement that prior to 1849 the man-
agement of Indian affairs was exclnsively under the 'Var Department, 
which we do not admit, the fact being that it was only partially nnder 
that departent: 
Bnt it is said that " If t.lte government IY:tnts IY H.r with the Imiinu,, thm1 the trans-
fer should be maf1e." 'fhis is worthy of SCl'ions eonsi <leration ; for, iftrae, it shonl<l 
decide the quest ion. 'Vltat am the fauts ~ If w e compare the cxpcmlitnros of the 
War Department from 1R:J5 to 1845, iudnsive, with those incnnell from 1850 to 1860, 
or eleven years prior to tlw transfer, with eleven years succeeding the same, the dif~ 
ference will be seen to he largely ia favor of the vVar Dcpartmm1t. The time from 
1846 to 1849 is cxdm1ed because of tltc Mexican war, which should not in this calenla-
tion be estimatec1. From 18:35 to 1845, inclnsive, the total cost of the "r ar Dcpartmcllt, 
was $80,716,086.74. From 1850 to 1860 it was $168,079,707.57. How shall this be ac-
couuted for~ Certainly not by au ill crease of the Army; for in all that time we were 
at peace with all maukiw1 except the Inrlians. It will be r emembered tha.t the con-
trol a.nd mana.gemeut of the Indians for seventeeu years prior to 1849 belonged ex-
clusively to the \Var Department. Between 1832 and 1849 we had no serious trouble 
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with the Indians, except the wars against the Seminoles, from 1835 to 1842, and the 
Creek disturbances of 18:35-'36, and the Black Hawk war of 11:33~, and these are in no 
way attributable to the Army. Since 1849 we have had the Sioux war, 1852-'54, cost-
iuo· as has been estimated, fi-om $20, 000,000 to $40,000,000. 
]'{1 1864 occurre1l the Cheyenne war, culminating in the massacre at Sand Creek, 
known as the Chevington massacre, and t his probably cost t h e government near 
$40,000,000. In l t366 we had another Sionx ~ar in Dak~ta. In 1i367 we ba1l another 
·fierce war with the Cheyennes. Then there 1s t h e NavaJoe wars. vVe have also hatl 
troubles and massacres on the Pacific coast. And now we come down to another Sioux 
war :mel the Nez Perces war, embracing the year 1877. All these happened under 
\Yhdt is callecl the "peace policy." It is said that these wars w·ere brought on by the 
military, and without them there woulLl have been no war. This charge is not true. 
On the contrary, it can be shown, from the best attainable evidence, that many if not 
most of these wars resulted from the condnct of bad white men and corrupt agents, 
who, for their own profit, starved t he Imlian. But let us grant, for the sake of tlw 
nrgt1meut, that the military brought on all th ese wars. Why was the Army con tinned 
on the frontiers all that time when it was the fn1itful cause of so much bloodshed, aml 
of so great a waste of lives and money f The answer is, as has been alreacly shown, 
that the agencies could not exist among t he wild tribes without troops near enough 
to inspire them with a wholesome fear. If this be true, and all concede it, then it is 
trifling with justice, honesty, and truth to argue that the present system should be 
retained because the soldiers have provo keel the Indians to war and bloodshed. But, 
again, it is said that the soldiers cannot sow allfl reap, and that they will not make 
good teachers and preachers for the Indians, and therefore the transfer shoulcl not be 
made. Do the agents reap and sow, teach and preach, or are they ever selected with 
any snch purpose in view V The answer must be in the negative. The agents are sent 
out to look after the proper distribution of foou, clothing, &c., among t he Indians, 
and to keep honest andjnst accounts of their doings In the transfer it is proposed 
to make agents of the officers, and give them power and force, when necessary, t o pro-
tect all the religious and temporal interests of the Indians, subject to instructions from 
their superior officers, and they in t heir turn, until they get back to the Secretary of 
\Var. And there is no reason, as to the heacl of the vVar Department, why he shall not 
be as wise, as prurleut, as merciful, as long-suffering, and as much devoted to the best 
interests of the In!littn as the head of any other department. It is not proposed by this 
trnn~fer to retard in any way the efforts now making by the churches and the govern-
lll0nt for the civilization and salvation of the Indians, or in any way to impede their 
1n·ogl'ess; but it is proposed to holcl them in fear, to restrict them to their reservations, 
to enforce obedience to proper regulations for their goocl, and to distribute honestly 
aml justly the goods, money, &c., sent out by the gol'ernment for t heir benefit. It is 
also proposed to open up each and all these agencies to all denominations alike, to 
give none exclusive privileges, but to invite all to go into that field ancl enter upon this 
great work nuder that protection and sanction which a great government guarantees 
to a ll. 
We also quote from General Sherman on this subject, and might, if 
space allowed, refer to the statements of many other intelligent and 
distinguished officers of the Army who are supposed to know, and who, 
no doubt, reflect the feelings of the Army officers generally on this 
question. General Sherman in his statement (see printed evidence, 
page 220) says : 
Now, many kind, good people fear the blood-t-hirsty Army; that it will kill off these 
poor Indians. This is more than nonsense. The Army is made up of the same men 
who form our people-no more cruel, no more savage than the average of mankind. 
The danger is on the other side; that the Army will protect the Indians against the 
whites, for wherever I have been-and I have seen a good deal of these Iudians-t.hey 
have begged me to put an Army officer in charge of their interests. This was pecu-
liarly the case with the Nava.joes last summer. 
The vVar Department can employ civilian agents for the peaceful tribes and military 
agents for the warlike tribes. 
Christian and civilizing influences can be as well used by the military as by the 
ciYil. 
There will be less hypocrisy and cant with the military agents than with the civil. 
The military will keep the peace, protect reservations against unlawful intrusions 
h~' the whites, and can allow ancl encourage different Christian denominations to com-
l)ete in the rna tter of churches and schools. 
. The economy will be in using one set of machinery for both Army ancl Indians, 
Instead of, as now, two. 
In case of t ransfer, one h ead of department would have control of all the agencies, 
a~d _of all the troops, so as to apply the remedy on the spot, instead of by the system 
of Clrcnmlocntion now in practice. 
H. Rep. 92--2 
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And we might multiply statements such as these; but the proposition 
is so plainly and succiuctly met by these which we have quoted tllat it 
seems useless to ad vance others, and a,rgumeut upon our part is rendered 
s_uperfluous. The proposition is an ab:mrclity upon its face, since evel'.Y-
body knows that in case of war with the Indians the soldiers do the 
fighting, and that civil agents never do; and it is· but reasonable that, 
of all men, the soldiers would be the last to provoke it. 
Again, it is sai(l that under the preseut system of management the 
Indians are making wonderful advaucement in all the arts of ciYilized 
life; that they are rapidly approaching a condition when they will be 
self-supporting, and will therefore no longer be a charge upon the goY-
ernment. That the Inrlians are making some progress is true; but they 
are not progressing in the rapid manner which the friends of the present 
policy claim. Still, they are making some progress in civilization and 
morals. But we do not see how this progress will be retarded, in any de-
gree1 by simply substituting military officers for civil agents, even if vvc 
adm1t that the close proximity of the military camps to Indian agencies 
is detrimental to the morals and well-being of the Indians-which we 
by no means admit. No greater number of soldiers will be required 
among the Indians, if the tram;fer is made, than we are compelled to 
keep there now; and the Indians will be brought in no closer contact 
with the soldiers than now. The whole tl1eory that has been attempted 
to be impressed upon the public mind, that the transfer means nothing 
more nor less than extermination, by tuming the Indians over to the 
lustful desires and murderous clesigus of the soldiers, is an untrutll and 
an absurdity. On the contrary, we believe that, under the proposed 
system, the Indians will receive quite as much encouragement in all 
industrial pursuits as now; that they will receive quite as much aid in 
their efforts to ad vance; quite as much sympathy with· and patience 
toward their failures and disappointments; and a far more honest dis-
tribution of the aid and assistance which the government furnishes; and 
that under the strictness of Army regulations in issuing supplies of food 
and clothing at the proper times, in the proper quantities, and of the 
proper qualities, their temporal necessities will be much more promptly and 
efficiently cared for. The military authority having in its own hands. 
the power necessary to enforce discipline and obedience to all needful 
regulations, and not befng hampered by the necessity of operating through 
another department of the govemment, will be able much better to es-
tablish and maintain good order among the Indians themselves, and 
insure their protection against the depredations of other Indian tribes, 
and the impositions of avaricious and plundering whites who cluster 
around all our Indian agencies. Under such government, in the end, our 
Indian tribes will enter upon a career of activity and prosperity, we fully 
believe, that has not yet been attained under the present management. 
THE DIVIDED RESPONSIBILI1'Y. 
Another serious o~jection to the present system of administration is 
tlle divided or "two-headed" responsibility which now exists at all the 
agencies among the "lmcivilized tribes" where soldiers are stationed, 
and where they must of necessity be kept in order to secure good dis-
cipline and maintain peace; for, as has been. before stated, the agencies 
in many, places could not stand for a single day were it not for the whole-
some fear that the presence of soldiers inspires in the more turbulent 
spirits among the Indians. This mixed or dual accountability often 
produces conflict of opinion and ill-feeling between the agent and the 
officer in command of troops, and that concert of action so necessary to 
the successful operation of a complete system is not secured. In adcli-
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tion to ·what we have aheady quoted from General Sherman on this 
point, we suggest that the views of General Crook are particularly 
weighty, becanse of his long experience among the Indians anu his close 
observation of their character, habits, and dispositions, and of his suc-
cessful management of those under his jurisdiction. He has been 
twenty-six years a1nong the Inuians, of different tribes and localities, 
and is very decided in his opinions and explicit in his expression of them. 
In his. statements before the committee he says: 
The Indian is a child of ignorance, and not all innocence. It requires a certain kind 
of treatment to deal with and llevelop him. One requisite in those who wonld govern 
him tightly is absolute honesty-a strict keeping of faith toward him. The other 
requisite is, authority to control him, and that the means to enforce that authority be 
vestecl in the same individual. As it is now, you have a divided responsibility. It is 
like having two captains on the same ship. For this reason specially, the necessity 
of unanimity in action, I think thet·e can be no question but the management of the 
India.ns should be placed under the cont.rol of the War Department; there is no com-· 
parison at all between the advanta.ge that wonld accrue by putting the matter in t he 
hands of the military and that which comes from allowing it to remain where it is at 
present. 
Q. You think it would be better to giYe the power to the military themselves, in the 
vicinity, to transact the military as well as the civil part ?-A. Unquestionably. It 
should be left to the department commander, becanse all the military officials would 
not be fit for Indian agents-you would have to select them. Some men are capable 
and well-edncated, anJ wonldmake tine soldiers, who would not do as Iuclian agents. 
It requires a broader-miudedman than you will sometimes fiucl in au otherwise well-
qualified soldier and officer. The position of a.n Indian agent is one t.hat requires a 
man who is familiar with the snbject and with the needs of the case in every detail, 
and the commanding officer would have to make a careful selection from the officers 
in his command, with reference to his special fitness for the government, control, and 
general management in every way of the India.ns. I have heard a good dflal of talk 
about put,ting on retired officers. You could not make a worse mistake than to cl(} 
this, because ma11y of these officers haYe gone on the retired list to get out of hard 
work, and to be an Indian agent requires the most arduous labor a man can be put to 
if he would faithfully discharge his duty. 
Q. The idea has been expressed that the civil authority should rule-shonld be the 
supreme rulers, as they are at present; that is the reason why I desired to have your 
opinion whether you thought the military ought to take full charge, independent of 
the civil authority.-A. As I understand it, the civil authority is supreme now in the 
government of the India11s; they control the \Var Department, and the \Var Depart-
ment control the Indians. There should be no divideJ responsibility. There is the 
great tron ble in the case. 
And in this opinion General Crook is sustained by every officer whose 
views we were able to obtain-and the committee examined a large 
number of Army officers-as well as by nearly every civilian outside of 
those connected or identified in some way with the Indian Bureau. 
It may be said in vinchcation of the . present system that the present 
Secretary of the Interior aud the present head of the Indian Bureau are 
using their best endeavors to purify this service by cleansing it of the 
rottenness and stench which now surround it. This may be true, and 
so far as we know, or have reason to believe, is true; and we feel that it 
is but just to these officers to state that we believe they are making honest 
and earnest efforts to purify and elevate our Indian management; and we 
certainly trust that their efforts may be successful as far as the system 
itself will allow. But with the present method of keeping accounts 
with agents, to whom large sums of money and large quantitiP.s of goods 
and other Indian supplies are intrusted, we do not see how it is possible 
to free the service from fraud and peculation as long as dishonest men 
may creep into these positions. There seems to be, in fact, no security for 
an honest disbursement of these large sums by agents, except the honor 
of the agent himself, which, in these times of greed and avarice, has been 
too often found wanting. With the Army officer we would, at least, have 
the security of the knowledge on his part that the price of his treachery 
would certainly be his official head and his fi.lture permament disgrace. 
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THE CONCLUSION REACHED. 
In view, therefore, of the reasons presented, and after a careful considera-
tion of all the circumstances surrounding the question, weighing the tes-
timony for and against as best we can, aucl not unmindful of the diffi-
culties of the subject, we believe that the interests of the government 
and the good of the Indian will be best promoted by the transfer pro-
posed, leaving it discretionary with the Secretary of vVar to appoint civil 
agents to these agencies wherever in his judgment the interest of all 
{}oncernecl would be best secured by such an agent, and officers of the 
Army where the interest of the service required it. 
This conclusion we have reached after a patient and candid investiga-
tion of the whole question, as far as we have been able to understand 
it. Nor have we relied alone upon the statements and opinions of men 
as to the failures of the present system, or its feebleness and want of 
capacity to compass this great problem and bring it to a creditable so-
lutioll. A m~jority of the committee have, in addition to these out-
side sources of information, seen with their own eyes and heard with 
their ears, while among the Indians, reasons sufficient, if they had no 
others, to justify in their own minds every conclusion to which we have 
arrived. Having spent nearly two months in visiting the Indian couu-
try, and the different Indian tribes scattered over the West, our observa-
tions and personal inspection of their present condition and fnture 
prospects, as far as we were able to judge of them, haYe strengthened 
and confirmed us in the correctnes~; of the Yiews we have presented iu 
this report. 
Our object has been not to embellish nor to cover up the real ques-
tion involved iu the inquiry intrusted to us, but to make a plain state-
ment oj the facts as we understand them, and in as clear and brief a 
manner as we could. We trust that whatever comse Congress may 
choose to adopt upon this question, such a policy may be inaugurated 
and followed as shall secme to the Indians of om country that justice 
which the weaker always have a right to expect of the stronger; and 
that we shall recognize, in all . our future intercourse with the Indians, 
the important fact that as a race they are not to be regarded as our ene-
mies, to he hunted clown and destroyed like wild beasts, but to be re-
garded as under our care and oversight ; and that the greatest blessing 
we can secure to them is protection from the designing, thieving scoun-
drels and villains who hang upon their borders like vultures hovering 
over a decaying carcass, ready and anxious to devour what is left of 
them, when, .goaded by their wrongs into deeds of violence, they have, 
in self-defense, taken the path that has led to their own destruction. 
These white harpies, it must be remembered, have ever been ready and 
waiting to take advantage of the weakness and ignorance of the In-
dians, to rob them of their homes and property, and to drive them with 
their wives and little ones out into the pitiless storm of that injustice 
and inhumanity which has well-nigh extinguished a once proud and 
powerful people, aucl contributed to bring shame and everlasting' dis-
grace upon the high pretensions of American statesmanship. 
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